Introduction {#Sec1}
============

As exemplified by early neuroanatomical studies, ex vivo observation of the shape and connectivity of single neurons can provide enduring insights into neuronal function (Cajal [@CR6]). In spite of the advances in neuroanatomy during the last century, there remains a need for approaches that can provide detailed and quantitative descriptions of neuronal structure, connectivity, and structural--functional correlations at the individual cell level (Pinault [@CR34]; Swanson [@CR40]; Javier and Kreitzer [@CR26]; Spruston [@CR38]; Klausberger and Somogyi [@CR28]; DeFelipe [@CR9]). These descriptions are necessary for revealing the mechanisms underlying the activity of neurons, circuits and brain, and for the generation of computational models for simulation of single neuron and network activities (Grillner et al. [@CR15]; Jarsky et al. [@CR25]; Izhikevich and Edelman [@CR23]; Katz et al. [@CR27]).

Methods used to quantify the structure of neurons and circuits, as characterized by highly diverse somatic, dendritic and axonal arrangements, should be based on random sampling and unbiased counting, as provided by stereology (Coggeshall and Lekan [@CR8]; Saper [@CR35]; Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]; Avendano [@CR2]; Vanhecke et al. [@CR42]). Also, demonstration of synaptic connectivity should, ideally, be based on ultrastructure (DeFelipe [@CR9]). We introduce a protocol to accurately estimate the synaptic inputs of an individual neuron using stereological principles: synapses are randomly and systematically sampled and counting is carried out at the electron microscopic level using a physical fractionator (Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]; Tang et al. [@CR41]; Sterio [@CR39]). Sampled synapses are mapped onto previous light-microscopic reconstructions of the same neurons (Glaser and Glaser [@CR14]; Ascoli [@CR1]) to examine the distribution and density of inputs within different somato-dendritic compartments, thus defining key features of the neuron's afferent 'synaptome' (DeFelipe [@CR9]). These data can be then correlated with activity profiles, as identified from the previous in vivo electrophysiological recordings of the same neurons (Pinault [@CR34]; Duque and Zaborszky [@CR11]; Klausberger and Somogyi [@CR28]; Henny et al. [@CR21]; Javier and Kreitzer [@CR26]).

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Neuron labeling and processing of tissue (Supplementary Methods I) {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The labeling of neurons was carried out in vivo (Pinault [@CR34]; Brown et al. [@CR5]; Henny et al. [@CR21]). After fixation, the brain was serially sectioned on a vibrating microtome using a constant block advance (or "thickness", here 50 μm). Random sampling was ensured by advancing the cutting stage a random distance (between 1 and 50 μm), before sections were collected (Coggeshall and Lekan [@CR8]; Howard and Reed [@CR22]) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a). After optional neurochemical characterization of the neuron and/or presynaptic terminals (Henny et al. [@CR21]) (Supplementary Methods I), the entire neuron was revealed for digital reconstruction of the neuron and ultrastructural analysis of its synaptic inputs (Bolam [@CR3]).Fig. 1Overview of sampling and synapse counting procedures. **a** The brain is sectioned in the parasagittal plane, lateral to medial. Before collection, the cutting stage is advanced a random distance (1--50 μm). The dendrites of the labeled neuron are shown in *different colors* in each section. Synapses formed with dendrites are counted in a counting region of fixed height located at the top surface of each section (shown in **c** and **d** for *blue-outlined* section marked with the *asterisk*). The axon (*a*) is shown in *black*. **b** Enlarged view of *blue-outlined* section in (**a**) rotated orthogonally to show dendritic and axonal (*a*) fragments that were digitally traced at high magnification. Fragments ending at the top surface of the section ('high endings'; H) correspond to the location of the counting region. **c** Enlarged view of *blue-outlined* section in (**a**), (same orientation to (**a**), but orthogonal to **b**). Putative synapses (not shown) made with the high endings (H) of dendritic fragments are counted within a counting region of 500 nm height, on the top of the 46 μm-thick mounted section. **d** *Orange box* in **c**, expanded for two dendrites, with a representation of the procedure for counting of synapses on dendritic fragments. The counting region consists of ten ultrathin serial sections (numbered 1--10), each cut with a block advance of 50 nm. A look up (*l.u.*) section (Sterio [@CR39]; Howard and Reed [@CR22]) is located above the counting region (*red shade*). Synapses in *gray* represent those not formed with labeled dendrites. Synapses in *green* represent those formed with labeled dendrites that are counted (*green ticks*) according to stereological counting rules. Synapse in *red* is formed with a labeled dendrite but is not counted (*red cross*) because its top is not within the counting region (see "[Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}")

Digital reconstruction, tissue re-embedding and stereological counting (Supplementary Methods II) {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The cell body, dendrites and axon of the labeled neuron were traced at high magnification using vector-based tracing software (Neurolucida™, MBF Bioscience) (Glaser and Glaser [@CR14]; Ascoli [@CR1]) (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b, [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). One file containing the digital reconstruction was left unspliced and used to carry out the sampling and counting steps (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; see also Supplementary Methods II). A second file was spliced to provide quantitative data about somato-dendritic architecture (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) and distribution of synapses (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c, d).Fig. 2Re-embedding and ultrathin sectioning. **a**, **b** Acquisition of images of dendritic fragments for correlated light and electron microscopy. **a** Pair of high magnification images of peroxidase (neurobiotin)-labeled dendritic fragments at their high endings (*arrowheads*), with (**a2**) and without (**a1**) the digital tracings overlaying them (*blue*). All dendritic high endings are visited and imaged, and marked (H) on the digital reconstruction (**a2**), before the re-embedding process starts. **b** Low-magnification image of the same dendritic fragments in tissue that will be re-embedded, trimmed down, and sectioned on the ultramicrotome for electron microscopic analysis. A *dashed rectangle* is overlaid to show the desired approximate final size and orientation of the trimmed (**i**) tissue block. Note that not all dendritic high endings (H) in a given section are necessarily captured in the same tissue block (*dashed rectangle*). **c** A representation of a single-slot, pioloform-coated electron microscope grid holding a series of ultrathin sections, showing the dimensions (150 μm × 600 μm) of the trimmed tissue block (**i**) that will allow series of more than 10 ultrathin sections to be collected. **d**--**i** Key steps in isolation, re-embedding and trimming of tissue blocks. **d** To minimize the risk of losing the tiny tissue block during the excision and handling of it, a clean white lab coat is worn by the researcher, and a paper shield is placed around the dissection microscope. **e** The microscope slide is secured to the dissection microscope to facilitate cutting. **f** Incisions flanking the region of interest (*arrowheads*) are made to release the tissue block. **g** The tissue block is freed with a fine scalpel blade. **h** The bottom surface of the tissue block is glued to the resin block. **i** The tissue block is trimmed to achieve the desired dimensions (approximately 150 μm × 600 μm). **j** Ultrathin sections are collected as a ribbon on the single-slot, pioloform-coated grids. The ribbon shown has about 12 ultrathin sections. *Scale bars,* **a1**, 20 μm (applies also to **a2**); **f** and **g**, 1 mm

During tracing, fragments of dendrites and cell body located at the top surface of each 50 μm-thick section (46 μm when dehydrated and mounted in resin) were identified and imaged (Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b). Single or groups of dendrites or cell fragments were excised from the microscope slide, re-embedded, trimmed and re-sectioned on an ultramicrotome (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c--j) in series of ultrathin sections using a block advance of 50 nm. Series for all fragments were collected. This allowed to define a counting region at the surface of all sections, formed by ten 50 nm ultrathin sections (500 nm), plus one look up ultrathin section at the top of the series (Sterio [@CR39]) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d). This procedure was systematically applied to the tissue every 50 μm, i.e. to each original section containing a labeled fragment (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a).

All labeled dendritic or cell fragments were identified in the electron microscope and micrographs were taken sequentially through series of 50 nm ultrathin sections (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The series of images were opened off-line and synapses counted using a fractionator probe (the optical fractionator) with stereological analysis software (Stereo Investigator™, MBF Bioscience). Synapses made with labeled profiles were counted only once through the series and only if their tops were present within the 500 nm counting region (the 'top rule'; see Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) (Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]).Fig. 3Counting of synapses through series of ultrathin sections. **a** Micrographs of a high ending of a neurobiotin-labeled dendritic fragment (as revealed by the peroxidase reaction; *arrow* in *1*) in a series of ten 50 nm-thick ultrathin sections, numbered from most superficial (*1*) section onwards. For clarity, three different axon profiles are colored; *yellow* (*1--4*), *dark blue* (*4--10*) and *light blue* (*7--10*), and only those sections forming the 500 nm counting region are shown (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). **b** Following the 'only tops' rule to ensure unbiased sampling, the synapse established by the *yellow* terminal (in *1′*, corresponding to 1 in **a**) is not counted because its 'top' is not within the counting region (similar to *red* synapse in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d). The synapse established by the *dark blue* terminal (in *6′*, corresponding to 6 in **a**) is counted because its top is within the counting region. A profile (*light blue*,*7*--*10*) that cannot be unequivocally identified as forming a synapse with the labeled dendrite (such as in *10′*, corresponding to *10* in **a**) within the counting region is not counted. *Scale bar* **a** 500 nm in micrograph *10* applies to all images; **b** 200 nm in image *10′* applies to all three images

After repeating the counting procedure for all dendritic fragments, the total number of counted synapses was obtained. This value was then multiplied by the reciprocal of the fraction of tissue effectively sampled (called the height sampling fraction) to obtain an estimate of the total number of synapses:

Total number of synapses = counted synapses × (height sampling fraction)^−1^

with

Height sampling fraction = counting region height × (section thickness after mounting)^−1^

In our case, counting region height = 500 nm, and section thickness after processing = 46 μm (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, d). Values for coefficient of errors \[CE, a measure of the accuracy of the estimates (West et al. [@CR44]; Howard and Reed [@CR22])\] associated with the sampling strategies could be also obtained from the stereological software.Table 1Example of values obtained after analysis of a single neuronItemValue*In relation to sampling procedure* Number of tissue sections analysed25 Number of dendritic fragment high endings60 Percentage dendritic fragment high endings analysed100 Percentage of fragments with synapses73*After correlated light and electron microscopy* Synapes counted114 Estimation of total number of synapses^a^10,488 Gundersen CE^b^0.09 Cruz-Orive CE^b^0.11 Approximate total dendritic length (μm)^c^7,076 Approximate total somatodendritic surface area (μm^2^)^c^16,250 Approximate linear density (synapses/μm)1.48 Approximate surface area density (synapses/μm^2^)0.65^a^Estimation of synapses = counted profiles/height sampling factor = 114/0.01087 (with height sampling factor = counting region height/mounted thickness = 0.5/46 μm = 0.01087, see text for details)^b^ *CE* coefficient of error, as provided by the optical fractionator probe. It corresponds to the coefficient of variation of the sampling distribution. Values reflect the precision of stereological estimates. See Howard and Reed ([@CR22]) and <http://www.stereology.info/coefficient-of-error/>^c^Values for length and area as obtained from tracings in Neurolucida with 100×/1.4 NA objective (see text for details)

In this protocol, all fragments located at the top of a tissue section were sampled (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, b). This was done using a counting frame (the probe that is systematically spaced over the *XY* plane) of the same size as the sampling grid \[the lattice upon which counting frames are systematically spaced; in this case, 100 × 100 μm (or 10,000 μm^2^)\]. Alternative sampling strategies were examined by reducing the area sampled in the *XY* plane (using a counting frame smaller than the sampling grid), or by reducing the number of sections sampled (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Methods II).Fig. 4Alternative sampling schemes with reduced number of sections or reduced area per section sampled. **a** The estimated number of synapses (*gray bars, left Y axis*) and Gundersen's CE values (*triangles, right Y axis*) obtained with reduced numbers of sections sampled (*X axis*). A single probe was run for each scheme, for which a single, randomly selected starting section was chosen for the 1 of 2 (1st section), 1 of 5 (5th section), 1 of 10 (1st section) or 1 of 20 (5th section), except for the 1 of 1 regime, where values correspond to those obtained after the full protocol is applied (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The CE value for the 1 of 20 scheme was not calculated as there were only 2 sections (5th and 25th section) sampled. **b** The estimated number of synapses and CE values obtained with reduced sampled areas in each section (*symbols* and *axes* as in **a**). A counting frame of 100 × 100 μm (10,000 μm^2^) was used with sampling grids of increasing size (141 × 141 μm (\~20,000 μm^2^), 224 × 224 μm (\~50,000 μm^2^), 316 × 316 μm (\~100,000 μm^2^) and 447 × 447 μm (or \~200,000 μm^2^) for \~1/2, \~1/5, \~1/10 and \~1/20 of the area in each section, respectively) and for which a randomly selected starting point was chosen each time

Synaptic distribution and density (Supplementary Methods II) {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------

Stereological counts were integrated with the data from the digital reconstructions of the same neurons to map the distribution of synapses in relation to the dendritic branch order, dendritic caliber or distance from the cell body (Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The procedure involved digitally 'tagging' each of the counted synapses at their precise locations on the reconstructed dendrites and soma (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a--c). Values for approximate dendritic length and surface area in the digital reconstruction were used to approximate synaptic density of specific dendritic compartments (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 5Mapping synapse distributions onto reconstructed neurons. **a** Unspliced digital reconstruction of the same neuron as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a (oriented as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, *same color* and *legend code* for fragments) after all fragments of dendrite and axon have been traced but before they are spliced together. **b** Spliced reconstruction of the same neuron (including correction for tissue shrinkage). Connectivity, location, and estimates of the length and surface area of all dendritic segments can be extracted using a dedicated software (see "[Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}"). **c** Reconstruction after counted synapses are tagged (*red dots*). Combining stereological and reconstruction data thus allows the afferent connections of the individual neuron to be precisely mapped. **d** Number and density of synapses can be studied as a function of dendritic branch order (**d1**, dendritic segments and synapses *color coded* by branch order), mean dendritic diameter (**d2**, dendritic segments and synapses *color coded* by grouped segment diameters) or distance from the soma (**d3**, as located in concentric shells of increasing ratio, using a Sholl analysis). Values of length or surface area are used to obtain approximate measures of synaptic density (see text and Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"})Fig. 6Examples of distribution, number and density of synapses made with a single neuron (**a**--**c**). Estimated numbers of synapses (*gray bars, left Y axis*) and approximate surface-area densities of synapses (*triangles, right Y axis*) as a function of the location of synapses at the soma or at dendritic segments of increasing branch order (**a**), increasing mean diameter (**b**) or increasing distance from soma, as using concentric shells of increasing ratio (150 μm) defined by Sholl analysis

Results {#Sec6}
=======

The neuron shown in this article was estimated to receive 10,488 synapses, with a Gundersen's CE of 0.09 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). To examine the relation of CE values or synaptic number estimations with the sampling procedure, sampling schemes with reduced numbers of sections (1 of 2, 5, 10 or 20; Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a) or reduced *XY* areas sampled in each of the sections (\~1/2, \~1/5, \~1/10, \~1/20 of area; Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) were tested. Reduced sampling was associated with more variable estimates and larger CE values, indicative of less accurate estimates as sampling decreases (Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]). Synapses tended to aggregate in low (2nd--3rd) order (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a, left axis), middle (0.6--0.8 μm) diameter (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, left axis) or close (\<150 μm) to the soma (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c, left axis) dendrites. Synaptic density (maximal at soma and high (6th) order dendrites, right axis) and number (left axis) showed a reciprocal distribution as a function of branch order (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a). These differences in distributions were not apparent as a function of dendritic diameter or distance to the soma (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, c).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

A critical issue about neuronal function is the mechanism by which individual neurons 'weigh up' and integrate the synaptic inputs that act on their membrane domains (Spruston [@CR38]). Because the influence of synaptic inputs depends on their number and location made with individual neurons (Hausser et al. [@CR18]; Segev and London [@CR37]; Jarsky et al. [@CR25]; Spruston [@CR38]; Katz et al. [@CR27]; Petreanu et al. [@CR33]), revealing the mechanisms of synaptic integration requires accurate data about number and localization of synaptic inputs across the somato-dendritic domain.

The likelihood of any group of synapses being sampled during the stereological procedure is proportional to their absolute number of synapses, and not to their location, shape or size. Thus, this protocol provides estimates that tend toward the true number (Coggeshall and Lekan [@CR8]; Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]). As stereology-based estimates of the synaptic number of single neurons (Henny et al. [@CR21]) have not been performed before, the results cannot be directly compared to independent published data. However, evidence supports the method provides accurate values. First, the CE values (being a measure of the accuracy of the estimates (West et al. [@CR44])) for the sampling scheme (CE = 0.09) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), or for those schemes obtained using half of the number of sections (CE = 0.12) or area in each section (CE = 0.14) (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), lie within values previously reported for stereological analyses (Tang et al. [@CR41]; Gritti et al. [@CR16]; Faunes et al. [@CR12]). Second, our estimates for a single neuron (\~10,500 synapses) or the mean of six neurons (\~8,000 synapses on average (Henny et al. [@CR21])) are of a similar magnitude to synapse-to-neuron ratios obtained in other brain regions using stereological approaches (\~11,000 synapses per neuron in layers II--III of rat visual cortex (Miki et al. [@CR31]); \~7,200 synapses (Tang et al. [@CR41]) per neuron (Pakkenberg and Gundersen [@CR32]) in human neocortex). Finally, estimates are within the range of synapse-to-neuron ratios obtained using values of synaptic density from sets of cell compartments of individual neurons \[\~32,000 for pyramidal cells (Megias et al. [@CR30]) and \~2,200--16,000 for interneurons of the rat hippocampus (Gulyas et al. [@CR17])\]. Technical developments that will allow a more direct comparison with our data include protocols that optimize the time of tissue processing and sampling strategies, such as automated ultrastructural reconstructions, improved ultrastructural stereological quantifications and light microscopy-based identification of putative synapses (Denk and Horstmann [@CR10]; Vanhecke et al. [@CR42]) (see below).

Random sampling of synapses across the entire neuron avoids focusing a priori on any specific compartment of the neuron. Because in our protocol only a small fraction of the tissue is sampled, single neuronal compartments such as the cell body, the axon initial segment or any specific type of dendrite (e.g. the thickest, thinnest, most distal, etc.) may not always be sampled, as they may not locate at the top of the section (i.e. within the counting region) in every neuron. Thus, the protocol admittedly may not have enough resolution to provide precise estimates of synaptic number or density in these structures. The exclusion of single compartments due to random sampling, however, should not be taken as affecting the accuracy of the estimates for total synaptic number *per se*; rather, it is a consequence of an unbiased design (Howard and Reed [@CR22]; West [@CR43]). Protocols with larger sampling fractions or specifically targeting these compartments could provide better resolution. On the other hand, synapses on compartments present throughout the dendritic domain of some neurons, such as dendritic spines (including spine's heads or necks) should, according to an unbiased design, be sampled proportional to its presence throughout the neuron. Therefore, their number should not be under or over-estimated.

In contrast to the number and distribution of synapses, values for length and surface area are not unbiased because they are based on the representation of dendrites as simplified tubular structures (Glaser and Glaser [@CR14]; Brown et al. [@CR4]; Ascoli [@CR1]) and are thus approximations. Future development of unbiased probes for quantification of length and surface area (Howard and Reed [@CR22]) at the single-cell level will provide better estimates of synaptic density. However, the approximations can still be considered valuable for comparisons between different dendritic domains of an individual neuron, and with data from other neurons obtained using the same method.

The protocol requires about 12 weeks to complete, most of the time being allocated to processing for ultrastructural analysis (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). An alternative to reduce processing time and that merits attention would be the use of epifluorescent or confocal microscopy for the identification of putative synapses (Wouterlood et al. [@CR45], [@CR46]; Henny and Jones [@CR19], [@CR20]; Jakobs et al. [@CR24]) using immunohistochemistry against neurotransmitter-specific pre-synaptic and post-synaptic markers (Kornau et al. [@CR29]; Chaudhry et al. [@CR7]; Sassoe-Pognetto et al. [@CR36]; Fremeau et al. [@CR13]; Henny et al. [@CR21]). This would also allow a significant increase in the fraction of tissue sampled, an improvement in CE values for accuracy of estimates, and a better resolution for single neuronal compartments (see above). These approaches and tools could allow a reasonable compromise between definitive verification of synaptic identity, time that must be invested in ultrastructural analyses, and accuracy.Table 2Timing of procedureProcedureSteps^a^Duration (days)Juxtacellular labeling of single neuron11--2Tissue processing for microscopic analyses2--33--6Digital tracing of labeled neuron4--114--14Set-up for stereological sampling12--153--4Re-embedding of tissue16--193--5Ultrathin sectioning20--2215--20Acquisition of electron micrographs23--2410--15Counting of synapses25--292--3Co-registration and further analysis of data30--344--6Total days1--3445--75Total working weeks (5 days)1--349--15 (weeks)^a^From step by step protocol 2, Supplementary Methods
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